C O R T 261145Z JUL 74 STAFF

CTE BEIRUT 1

TO: IMMEDIATE ATHENS INFO TEHRAN.

NACT. ATHENS

RKBAT ADMIN

REF: BEIRUT

1. BAG HAS BEEN LOCATED BEIRUT. UNLESS OTHERWISE INSTRUCTED, BAG WILL BE HAND CARRIED BY MISS LEAN MCHNUTT, FOREIGN SERVICE SECRETARY ASSIGNED BEIRUT WHO GOING ATHENS ON LEAVE, SATURDAY, 27 JULY, 2000, ETA 1045.

2. PLEASE HAVE DRIVER MEET MISS MCHNUTT ON ARRIVAL TO TAKE BAG. (IN VIEW IRREGULARITY AIRLINE MOVEMENTS, RECOMMEND CHECK WITH BAGMA BY PHONE ON ACTUAL ARRIVAL TIME). SHE WILL PHONE ATHENS EMBASSY SECURITY OFFICER FOR ANY EMERGENCY CONTACT.

3. HAVE REMOVED TWO WEAPONS (SMITH AND WESSON .357 MAGNUM REVOLVER, COLT COBRA REVOLVER), AMMO, AND CONCEALMENT HOLSTER. PLEASE ADVISE DISPOSITION. E2, IMPER.
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